Event-related EEG-spectra in a concept formation task.
Event-related spectra of short EEG epochs were investigated in a concept formation paradigm. In this task, subjects had to learn to transform letters into Morse codes. Related to a resting state, cognitive performance in this learning task was characterized (i) by an increased mean power density (MPD) within the Theta frequency band (theta) in recordings over the frontal lobes and (ii) by a reduced Alpha (alpha) MPD in all recording sites. The performance-related increase of the theta-MPD, as obtained in left frontolateral and frontomedial recordings, separated (i) the learning task from an appropriate control and (ii) a group of successful learners from a group which performed less efficiently. MPDs of the alpha- and the delta-(Delta) frequency band did not differ between tasks and groups. A consistent finding in the learning tasks was a temporal dissociation of performance-related alpha-attenuation between parietal and frontal recordings: in the period preceding the presentation of the informative stimuli, the alpha-rhythm is attenuated especially at parietal recordings, whereas in frontal recordings, alpha-attenuation accompanied information processing and response selection.